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Hamody Gannam (1986)
a Palestinian photographer and an artist from the city of Haifa Israel. He is a member of “Tempo-
rary Forum” , (2013, which is a group of artists that live and research, from an artistic point of 
view, the development of mixed cities that has been under the Israeli authorities since 1948.) At 
the end of 2013, Hamody received a joint scholarship from the municipality of Haifa and Bet 
Ha-Gefen for a two-year residency in downtown Haifa.
Hamody majored in photography, history of art, painting and basic design at his 4 years of stud-
ies in Tiltan College (2010). Afterwards continuing in Glitz school of photography (2012) for 
geographical photography. 
specialized in lighting practice and deeply connected to the exotic and diverse background of 
every story, so he always try to connect the two of these different worlds in each image

Nowadays, Hamody confronts national and social identities through impressive consistent 
projects of photography or any other form of interactive artistic work that revolves around the 
social structures and main issues facing identity in a conflicted environment.



2015 Downtowners; Solo Exhibition Haifa City Museum, Haifa

Ever since its foundation in the late eighteenth century, Haifa al-Jadida (the new Haifa) has 
served as the focal point of Arab society’s economics civil, and religious life. Due to the area’s den-
sity and commercial importance, various initiatives for urban change were undertaken during the 
late Ottoman period and under the British Mandate.
In April 1948, Haifa was conquered by the Haganah forces, and was quickly transformed from a 
“mixed city” into a “Hebrew city.” Following the end of the battles and the forced evacuation of 
Arab homeowners, the area was subjected to a comprehensive military plan for its destruction, 
titled “Operation Shikmona.” This military operation involved the elimination not only of 
already-destroyed houses, but also of ones whose location would impede future urban develop-
ment plans. 

Over the past two years, Gannam has been consistently documenting people, places, events and 
moments in this process of downtown renewal — a choice stemming from his own presence in 
the area



2015 Walls Interrupted; Cinama Star, Bet Hagefen, Haifa

animation installation, that showing the unknown history of the arabic cinema culture in 
haifa, and the story behind “cinema el-amin”



2015 Connections; backstreet, Hasoka, Haifa

Work that is part of a joint project with the blogger Maria Nasser. The two Slow down the 
fast world of social networking, in A combination of writing “Status/Twits” and photography 
from defrent projects of Hamody’s work, that can be shown on walls of office, living rooms, 
books and  museum

Some people never grasp the idea that for other people life does not go on, and the only things 
that change are the writings on the wall and how full the garbage can is.



2014  Suspended Accounts; Creator Viviana Checchia - A.M Qattan Foundation(YAYA 2014), Ramallah

Wadi Nisnas: Sound Installation
During the Nakba in 1948, thousands of Palestinians left Haifa with only a few thousand 
remained living in the city. The Israeli government restricted their presence to a neighborhood 
called "Wadi Nisnas". Towards the late 1940s, only about 177 families lived in the area and in 
the early 50s, Jewish immigration to Palestine from other Arab countries began.

My research is focuses on the period of the 50s. I started by interviewing dozens of Palestin-
ians who lived in "Wadi Nisnas" during those years. As I began to understand the social difficul-
ties they faced, I was surprised to find out that their real story is a battle for their true identity. 
Not only did the Arabic language prevailing in the neighborhood disappear, but memories of a 
culturally-rich past dissipated in the midst of an ever growing feeling of hopelessness.



2014  Wisdom of Crowds; Creator’s Yealh Hazut & Rula Khoury - Beit Hagefen, Haifa

Complaining Container: Interactive Action in The Public Space, In collaboration with David Behar
A unique project which presents in an interactive way the complaints of the public living in Down-
town Haifa.
The complaints were gathered through interviews with local people who work and live in five neigh-
borhoods of downtown Haifa: Halisa, Wadi El Nesnas, The Port area, Al-Mohata, Yodifet Talpiot.
The custom made container which communicate out the complaints is made of debris materials of 
ship containers which were used in the Port of Haifa.
Within the container one can find an interactive map of Downtown Haifa. The container will be 
placed in public spaces and will attract people to interact and listen to the complaining citizens, as 
well as giving them the opportunity to add and record their own personal complaint.



2014  Hosting artists;  hamidrasha haifa university, Haifa

Originally designed by Esther Berlin-Yoel, 1936
Two towers that appear in the center of the symbol described in the towers were built in the 
twenties of the 18th century during the Ottoman period at the entrance to the port of "old 
Haifa" to protect it from pirate attacks, The top of the fort founded icon Daher al-Omar up 
the "New Haifa" in the 18th century, Olive branch as a symbol of peace. Some say the design 
still original illustration the fort was meant as a symbol for peace, because the Arabic origi-
nal name was "Burj al-Salam", meaning "castle of peace".

After research I did on the city in recent years and actions in public 
spaces in the downtown of Haifa city, I decided to change the icon 
of the city for many reason,
The icon represents all residents of Haifa as opposed to all the 
non-thoughtful changes that happen in the city of Haifa. 
 
Inspiration from a dealer in downtown: "Trying to make the city 
such as Paris, Clean and shiny, It will never happen, Because it's 
not Paris its the "Yamaaem" seamen city"
 
("The Yamaaem" Shopping area was full of people selling fake 
products like the Pirate way)



2013 xY Chromo zone, Haifa City Museum, Creator Rafat Omar

Story Of a Man: Photo Installation
Exhibition on the Hadar neighborhood in Haifa



https://www.hamodygannam.net

https://www.facebook.com/HamodyGannamPhotographer

https://www.behance.net/Hamodygannam
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